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examples of the emoticons which can be bought by tiktok livestream viewers are the panda for 5 coins italian hand 

5 love bang 25 sun cream 50 rainbow puke 100 concert 500 i m very rich 1 000 and drama queen 5 000 

until tiktok s advertising network develops further the easiest way for tiktok influencers to earn money is by 

making direct arrangements with brands as people become better known on the platform they will begin to have 

brands approach them with business propositions once you count your followers in the thousands you can start 

to look at monetizing tiktok companies have been known to pay 200 to 20 000 per branded video promoted by 

influencers depending on the individual s level of influence 

our aim to make search engine optimization seo easy we provide simple professional quality seo analysis for your 

website and provide more than 50 seo tools to help you make your website better use site score checker backlink 

maker to generate backlinks for your website that can help to boost your presence in search engines 

there are certain expectations of tiktokers when they upload videos for a start you need to ensure you don t breach 

tiktok s content guidelines there should be nothing inappropriate in your videos no hate speech racism etc 

remember that some adults do misuse tiktok so be careful when uploading videos of yourself doing perfectly normal 

everyday activities that creeps might abuse e g is it really a good idea to upload videos of you and your friends in 

nighties at a slumber party remember that tiktok is a public social network anybody can view your videos 

enter any famous tiktok performer s name into our tiktok influencer engagement and earnings calculator you will 

see they have the potential to earn a healthy income from their tiktok activities indeed if you enter your own 

username you might be surprised by what you could gain sure you don t make your money directly from tiktok itself 

but many famous tiktok stars make a living through influencer marketing forbes has calculated that addison rae 

made 5 million from her tiktok earnings last year 
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our aim to make search engine optimization seo easy we provide simple professional quality seo analysis for your 

website and provide more than 50 seo tools to help you make your website better use site score checker backlink 

maker to generate backlinks for your website that can help to boost your presence in search engines 

you will also want to set up a consistent pattern so that your audience knows what to expect there s little point in 

being a one hit wonder if people know to expect a specific type of video for you each tuesday and friday they will 

begin to expect it and return to tiktok on those days to watch your latest video they are also more likely to tell their 

friends about you widening your audience further 

 


